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We make every effort to ensure that we accurately represent our products 
and services and their potential for income. Income and Earning statements 
made by BizzTrade and its customers are estimates of what we think you 
can possibly earn. There is no guarantee that you will make these levels of 
income and you accept the risk that the earnings and income statements 
differ by individual. As with any business, your results may vary, and will be 
based on your individual expertise, capacity, business experience, and level 
of desire. There are no guarantees concerning the level of success you may 
experience. Each individual’s success depends on his or her background, 
dedication, desire and motivation. There is no assurance that examples of 
past earnings can be duplicated in the future. BizzTrade is not a licensed 
fiduciary and thus does not give any financial advice. Please visit www.
bizztrade.com for more details.

Disclaimer
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THE COMPANY

UK ESTONIA UAE
Operations Office
3 Brindley Place,

Birmingham, B1 2JB

Registered Office
Rosani 13, Tallinn
B10111, Estonia

Registered Office
AFZA B1 Building

AJMAN, UAE
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ABOUT US

Our aim is to empower people to use a single currency for diverse 
payments as well as trading. BizzCoin is designed to give you a 
distinctive business opportunity that is truly unique.  Through BizzCoin, our 
endeavour is to help people understand the importance of principles of 
wealth management and its significance in achieving personal financial 
freedom. Small but consistent efforts form habits that can bring about 
exponential changes in one’s circumstances.  BizzCoin is a revolutionary 
product, which is a result of the augmented growth in the field of crypto 
currency. Since its inception in 2009, this market has already grown to a 
Billion-Dollar Industry with a projection that next five years
(2020-2025) would be its most extensive growth years. This is why 
BizzCoin holds a massive universal appeal.
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CORPORATE TEAM

REHAN GOHAR
Chief Executive Officer

GURPREET DHALIWAL
Managing Director

RIZWAN GOHAR
Chief Finance Officer

GRAHAM PATERSON
Chief Marketing Officer

MAURICE BROOKES
Chief Information Officer

PAUL CHALMERS
Chief Operations Officer

FELIX FUERTES
Chief Technology Officer

SHWETA BHUSHAN
Chief Compliance Officer

DR. ARSLAN ALVI
Master Distributor
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OUR ECOSYSTEM

BizzCoin has many different products and services under its umbrella. It is 
the first of its kind Digital Currency that is being launched with a fully 
functional eco-system. Having a fully functional eco-system means 
increased usage and circulation of BizzCoin, which in term helps 
increase and regulate the value. It is a turnkey solution for novice and 
experienced players in the field of cryptocurrencies, including - storage, 
usages, trading, lending and borrowing solutions.
Along with a promise of a ‘Brighter Tomorrow’, it’s the reality of a 
‘Smarter Today’. 
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COMPENSATION PLAN

The potential of increase in the value of BizzCoin is extremely promising 
as a futuristic opportunity, due to its sustainable eco-system. We have 
also designed an exceptionally rewarding compensation plan for 
people who want to use this opportunity to boost their income. A 
thorough understanding of the plan is key to maximising your earning 
potential through this plan. 
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There is no setup fee for creating an account. You will have access to 
the BizzCoin back-office and a referral link. However you will not be able 
to earn any commissions on a free account, or get any spillover volume. 
In order to earn commission, you need to buy any one of the available
Packages.

GETTING STARTED

FREE 
 SIGNUP
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When you buy a BizzCoin Package, you get access to BizzTrade 
Academy where you learn about Forex Trading and Cryptocurrency. 
You also get BizzCoins (BIZZ); the number of BIZZ depends on its value in 
our system, at the time of purchase. E.g. if price of BIZZ is €0.33 and you 
buy a Pro-Business Pack (€1,000), then you will receive 3,000 BizzCoin 
(BIZZ) in your back-office. There is a one-time €10 Activation fee with the 
purchase of every pack. You may choose up five Packages on one 
account. You can buy the Packages at different times, however once 
you buy any Package, the next Package you buy can only be of the 
same or higher value.

Each Package you buy is an individual entity and you will see separate 
credentials for them on your dashboard. This includes Package Name, 
Amount, Remaining Weeks and Total Profit Share earned from the 
Package. 

Any Package you buy goes into an incubation period of 52 weeks.
You are eligible to earn commissions and bonuses accumulating to a 
value of up to four times your Package Value. Upon earning four times, 
your  Package would expire, along with the BIZZ in it and in order to 
continue to earn, you would need to buy a new Package. In the
 scenario that you are not able to earn four times of your Package 
value, during the incubation period, your Package would mature and 
your BIZZ would be released to you.

You can earn up to seven different types of income with BizzCoin. These 
incomes have been divided into two broad categories, Passive and 
Active Income.

BIZZCOIN PACKAGES
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As your BizzCoin Package is incubated for 52  weeks, you become 
eligible for earning a passive income of up to 10% monthly, depending 
on your Package. The company shares a percentage of its profit with 
you, five days a week, Monday to Friday. In order to earn this profit, all 
you need to do is to click on the ‘Profit Share’ Cogwheel against your 
Active Packages and the Cogwheel will turn green and start rotating. 
The Cogwheel can only be turned on each Monday and will turn off
 automatically on every Friday at midnight, UK (GMT) time. Each week 
you earn profit share the number of  “weeks remaining” will reduce by 
one against your Package. If you do not turn the Profit Share on, profit 
for the week will not be paid and also the ‘number of weeks remaining’ 
will not reduce. All the profits are paid in BIZZ.

PASSIVE INCOME

Up to 10% 
Monthly
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There are SIX different types of Active Incomes 

ACTIVE INCOME(S)

DIRECT 
INCOME1 TEAM 

BONUS2 MATCHING 
BONUS3

RENEWAL 
BONUS4 RANKS & 

REWARDS5 ESCROW 
REWARD6
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Any time a BizzCoin Package is sold through through your personal 
referral link, you get 10% of his or her Package value. E.g. someone buys 
a Pro-Business Package (€1,000), you get a bonus of €100. Your back-of-
fice will be credited with the number of BIZZ depending of that day’s 
price. E.g. if the price is €0.30, you shall receive 300 BIZZ as commission. 
Please note that if you withdraw the commission, and sell it later, when 
the price has increased (e.g. price of BIZZ is €1) then the actual value 
you will get will be higher (€300). However this increase in value would 
not have impact on your 400% limit.

DIRECT INCOME

10%
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The binary bonus is paid daily midnight UK time (GMT). You will receive 7, 
8, or 9% of the total volume of your smaller team, depending on your 
own Package.

In order to receive this bonus you must activate your Binary by 
recommending at least one direct person each, to your left and right. 
Both these people must at least have a Starter Package. 

You can check whether your Binary is Active or not on your dashboard. 

TEAM BONUS
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STARTER &
PRO-STARTER

7%

BUSINESS &
PRO-BUSINESS

8%

TRADER & 
ABOVE

9%
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All members with Trader 0r  Pro-Trader are entitled to Matching Bonus. 
This Bonus is paid up to five Generations. Your direct referrals are your 
First Generation and their direct referrals are your Second Generation 
and as on. Every time anyone in your First Generation to Fifth Generation 
earns Team Bonus, you get 2% of that.

MATCHING BONUS
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LEVEL 1 2% = MEMBERS5
LEVEL 2 2% = MEMBERS25
LEVEL 3 2% = MEMBERS125
LEVEL 4 2% = MEMBERS625
LEVEL 5 2% = MEMBERS3125
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Whenever an existing team member buys a new Package or renews 
their Package, you get Direct Bonus, Team Bonus and Matching Bonus 
again.

RENEWAL BONUS
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DIRECT
BONUS

BINARY
BONUS

MATCHING
BONUS
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Ranks & Rewards are bestowed upon members based on the points 
achieved in their organisation, total of Left and Right teams, every 
calendar month. These points and rewards are independent of any 
other Commissions or Bonuses.

1 point is €50 matching pair in Right and Left Team. Points are calculated 
on the new volume every month in both Teams.

If you have spill over volume (volume that has been added to your back 
office by the virtue of your upline’s work and not your own efforts) in any 
of your teams, Left or Right, you must personally contribute a minimum of 
10% of the volume through your Direct or Indirect members.  

RANKS & 
REWARDS
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CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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For example: in your Right Team you have €1000 volume from spill over 
and you have €50 volume in your Left Team through your Direct Referral 
or from their Referrals up to any level. That means you should get 1 point 
on matching pair of €50 but you won’t get that unless you have 
minimum of 10% volume from your own team in the Power Team. In this 
case if you had €50 volume in your Power Team through your referrals 
(direct or indirect) the whole €1000 volume will count towards the point 
achievements. €1000 volume matched which can give you 20 points.
Points may show even without having 10% from the Power Team showing 
the progress and indicating how much more is required from Power 
Team for the points to be Valid.

•    Current points are shown on the dashboard
• Ranks are shown on the dashboard with badge and award achieved
• Once the ranks are achieved, they don’t drop 
• Every rank based on new revenue points coming in every calendar month (1st to 31st)
• For every Regional President, Executive President and President, the reward you get is the  
 difference of value between current and new reward
• Car Bonus is only paid upon submission of the receipt for purchase of the car
• The amount released to you is equal to the amount on your receipt capped at the Bonus  
 Amount designated for the rank achieved
• It is also subject to agreement to the Terms & Conditions sent to the achievers
• Rank related bonuses are paid only once per Rank
• They cannot be substituted for monetary withdrawal

NOTE:
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TEAM LEADER

200 POINTS TL

EXECUTIVE LEADER

400 POINTS EL

Achieve 200 points in any calendar month you get the 
title of Team Leader and a Silver Lapel.

Achieve 400 points in any 
calendar month You get the title of Executive 

Leader and a Gold Lapel.
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REGIONAL DIRECTOR

900 POINTS RD

Director’s
Club

Flight Ticket* to our next international event 
5 Star* Hotel stay
VIP seating at the international event 
Leadership Meeting
Special retreat with Co-Founders
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

4500 POINTS ED

CAR 
BONUS

€15,000 

Achieve 4500 points in any 
calendar month. Along with the title, you get a car 
bonus of €15,000
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REGIONAL PRESIDENT

9000 POINTS RP

CAR 
BONUS

€30,000 

 Achieve 9000 points in any calendar month. You get the 
prestigious title of Regional President along with 
€30,000 car bonus
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EXECUTIVE PRESIDENT

21000 POINTS EP

CAR 
BONUS

€80,000 

Achieve 21000 points in any calendar month. As an 
Executive President, you get to drive a Porsche
(or equivalent) worth €80,000
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PRESIDENT

60000 POINTS P

CAR 
BONUS

€200,000 

Achieve 60000 points in any calendar month.
For the ultimate rank of President, you get a 
Lamborghini (or equivalent) worth €200,000
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It is a special wallet in your back-office where you can deposit your 
BizzCoin (BIZZ), in order to get 20% extra, instantly. You shall be able to 
see the to new total BIZZ (120% of the amount deposited) and upon 
completion of the maturity period of 365 days, these BIZZ are released to 
you. You can transfer funds from your Commission Wallet to your Escrow 
Wallet.

ESCROW REWARD
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DEPOSIT YOUR 
BIZZCOIN INTO 

ESCROW WALLET 
AND GET EXTRA REWARD*

20%

For Example: You deposit 1,000 BIZZ in your Escrow Wallet when the value 
is €0.60, so in a way you have spent €600 and locked the BIZZ for 365 
days. As soon as you deposit, you can see that you have 1200 BIZZ. Upon 
the completion of 365 days, 1200 BIZZ are released to you which can be 
then exchanged at the current rate. 
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Appendix 1

Wallets
There are four different types of wallets in your back-office.

Profit Wallet – The daily profit-share (up to 10% monthly) is paid to this 
wallet, Monday to Friday, for every week that you turn the Cogwheel on 
(Bank Holidays excluded). 
Commission Wallet – Direct Bonus, Team Bonus, Matching Bonus and the 
payout for Reward and Recognitions are paid in this wallet.
Transaction Wallet – You can transfer BIZZ from your Profit and/or 
Commission Wallet with a 3% transfer fee.
Escrow Wallet – A deposit account that gives 120% return on the BIZZ 
locked for 365 days.

Payouts
All Commissions and Bonuses are credited to your respective wallets 
daily. Payouts from different wallets (Commission and Profit Wallet) 
cannot be combined together, but can be transferred to Transaction 
Wallet.
 
Withdrawal
The Commissions and Bonuses you earn from BizzTrade can be with-
drawn from your Back-office Wallets. You can withdraw money to your 
BTC/ BIZZ Wallet or to your Bank Account. You may even use the BIZZ in 
your Transaction Wallet to create E-Pin, that can either be used by you 
or given to someone else. Withdrawals are facilitated seven days a 
week. There is no minimum withdrawal amount . Withdrawal Fee is 5% for 
BIZZ, 7% BTC and 10% for Bank Transfer.
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BizzCoin

BizzTrade
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